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Smar-ary

In this paper a circuit model is presented for
a twisted filanientary superconductor exposed to a
pulsed parallel extprn^L fltld. Experimental results
are also reported on the- measurements of transient
loss voltage a;:ù its change due to Iransport current.
The tcĉ sureoienLs are in reasonable agreement with
that predicted by the postulated model.

Introduction

Tokamak fusion reactors are designed to operate
in a pulsed Koiie. At the start of each burn period,
the toroidal iield windings will be subjected to a
rapidly Chang- r.,-; i&a&neti" field with components both
parallel and perpendicular to the conductor. Wien
filar-rntary swvirconductt'i s carrying dc transport
curruiii encounter such r.i;;iii external perturbation,
they will dissipate heat .M«J may become unstable.

In time v.uying tr.=:i.. verse magnetic fields, it
is veil known Lh.it a twi;;t of pitch length Jt p < IL c
(wiiere I is d «.iwracterintic length of the con-
ducLo;-; can eliminate r.ost of the coupling effects.1'2

In f.-c:, twistir.;; >s essential for the stable per-
forr>jni_(; of the filamentary superconductors. However,
when iransietjt J^n^itudîr.al fields are considered,
twisting is reftr:in3ible fer flux linkages which
creiiLe coupling between iilamcnts and cay lead to
high jc losses :nd instability. This effect has
bear. ub;ierved \y Jüngst3 in nagneti^ation measure-
ment*. Jüngst also defined a critical length at
which tlie outermost layer of filaments becomes
saturated. Thi? analysis deals with the whole length
and cross section of r.he conductor. An equivalent
coupling circuit is presented and ac losses are
calJuiJted. Thr effect of transporr current on the
ac losses is also discussed and examined experiment-
ally.

Theory

Circuit Model

In what Is to follow it will be assumed that the
conductor has a large nunber of veiy fine filaments
and the magnetic field is uniform over the conductor.
It will also be assumed that the filaments are uni-
formly distributed in hexagonal array.

SI units are used, vith the following notation:

B - longitudinal field change rate

Jc = filament critical current density

2L = conductor length

conductor outer r

conductor outer diameter

SL « twist pitch

xQ « 27rr/£p conductor twist parameter

£r « length between twist pitch reversals

p * effective transverse matrix resistivity

d « filament diameter

X •= fractional portion of superconductor in
conductor

N « number of concentric layers of super-
conducting filaments

w = distance between nearest points of
neighboring filaments

P - loss per unit volume

Figure 1 shows the equivalent coupling circuit
for a conductor in a weak longitudinal time-varying
magnetic field. Each single filament is considered

Figure 1. Equivalent coupling circuit

to be a voltage generator with negligible internal
resistance. For filaments at radius r, the voltage
generator over the length -z to +z is given by

V(r) -

where 2zflp is the number of twist turns over length
2z. The induced screening currents in the outermost
filaments tend to flow through the matrix into the
irjer ones. Inevitably, these screening currents
must return down the inner filaments In the opposite
direction. Thus a current loop is formed as will
appear in the analysis below.

The coupling current AI at r is expressed as
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BTT2ZAZ (2r + d + w ) 2 (d + w) r * i O)

Then che total transverse current over length L is

T /,> . BIT2 L2 (2r + d + w ) 2 (d + w)

The current flowing into filaments at r over an axial
length Az is

Figure 2 shows the current density distribution
at z « 0 as the saturation progresses for increasing
value of B.

L 1J

J, J
Total axial current flowing in the layer of filaments
at radius r at z « 0 is obtained by summing all these
^IJ6(r) elements from z » 0 to z « L

L2r(d w) 2 (3)

The current density at r and at z • 0 becomes

8B

2irr
d + w

Pt «P
ü+ai: L2. (4)

wd

Note that Jz(r) is independent of r. The electric
center is inside the outermost layer, being defined
as the boundary where the z component of current
changes its sign. Now if B is increased, filaments
at the outermost layer become saturated, carrying a
total current of

c c 4 d + w

Equating this to the total transverse current (Eq. 2)
st t • r yields B , a critical value of B, as

For a hexagonal array, it can be written as

AJc pt Up w

B (5)
1IL

If B is increased more, the next lay-r also supplies
coupling current and its share increases until it too
reaches saturation. At this point, the electric
center is shifted to the next layer.

As B is further increased, this saturation and
the shifting of the electric center proceed inward
until a critical point (r = rc) is reached when all
filaments are saturated. This condition is given by
equating Eq. 4

Up

2TTL d + w (6)

The value of rc may be obtained by equating Eq. 3 to
the saturated current from all filaments outside rc.
However it can readily be seen that r = rc is the
boundary where the number of outside filaments is
equal to the number of inside filaments. That is,

-Jc

Figure 2. Magnetization current density
distribution in conductor

For B » B a saturated conductor is shown in
Fig. 3. where the shaded area represents the saturated
portion of the filaments and Z Q and zc are defined in
Eq. 5 and 6 respectivelyas the critical lengths of
the conductor for given B. Note that the coupling
current crosses over only in a distance zc at each
end while the rest of the conductor carries saturated
current density ± J .

Figure 3. Coupling current flow in a saturated
conductor.

Coupling Losses

Lutons and Jungst3 both suggested reversed pitch
£r < 2Z as a decoupling solution. This Is equivalent
to cutting the conductor into sections of length such
that L < 2Z so that no filaments will be saturated.
The coupling losses are due to AI. • ,"&t between
neighboring layers. Summation over thu whole
conductor gives
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(8)

which reveals a strong dependence on length and twist
pitch.

For a conductor longer than 2Z,, the coupling
losses are concentrated at che ends^over the length
Z and are estimated as

(9)

This additional loss will be driven by the dc power
supply. With B - 0 suppose a twisted conductor
carries 1 T current in + Z direction. Assume that.
the current distribution can be approximately shown
by Fig. 5a. From Eq. (10), effective transport
current is expressed as

- f° AJC y
J iftir'r' + V

2irrdr

Losses in the Saturated Region

In this region all filaments are saturated with
current density ± J£ in the filament direction. Since
there are no coupling currents between filaments, it
Is convenient to treat the conductor as a continuous
medium with current density ± AJ . Components J„ and
J i bJ are given by

2-Jr (10)

XJ
tp

As soon as filaments are saturated, steady flux-
flow occurs across them. The power dissipated in the

superconductor of unit volume is calculated from E" J.
Integrating over the whole conductor il becomes

where x._ » 27rr_/£p. The critical transport current is

h • AJc"ro

rT 0

- 2

I 1

f(xo) (12)
Figure S. Transport current density distribution

in a conductor with B,- 0 and B,» const.

where f(x ) is as shown in Fig. 1. The same result*
can also be derived by calculating M - the magneti-
zation due to Che current distribution of Eq. (11).

Figure &. Normalized ac losses vs. twist parameter
for IT - 0, IT - Ic

As B is applied, the superposition of its
magnetization current changes the distribution to
that shown in Fig. 5b. Note that the electric center

is inside r^. Losses are given by integrating E • J
over the whole volume to obtain

p -

}. (13)

For I_ - 0, i.e. x_ - x , Eq. (13) becomes (12) as
expected. For * ' ~ ~Ic,"i.e. xT - 0, Eq. (13) becomes

XJ Br

The Effect of Transport Curient on Saturated Filament
Losses

A superconductor can carry constant transport
current without loss. However, as it is subjected
to external time-varying magnetic fields, it begins
to show "dynamic rt'.iistlvity"' and dissipates more
power than the cast- discussed in the above section.

which is also shown in Fig. 4.

For a practical conductor, i.e. x < ?, it can be
shown that Eq. (13) is simply °
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TAILE 1

p • Po [ 1 + ( ì 1 ) 2 ]
c

where PQ is given by Eq. (12). This relation is the
same as expected in a bulk superconductor. Another
check on the above analysis is that for a twisted
conductor of infinitesimal pitch (x •*••"). Equation
(14) has a limit of

P - 4 XJ Br3 c o

This means that the composite would behave like a
bulk superconductor of the radius ro with effective
current density \JC. When this situation is reached,
the subdivision of the superconductor into filaments
is no longer effective or advantageous.

Experimental Technique

In the experiment described here, it was desired
to simulate on a relatively small scale the electro-
magnetic environment of a section of a toroidal field
winding. The simulation achieved was good, in as
much as it was possible to apply a pulsed magnetic
field parallel to a relatively long piece of multi-
filanentary conductor while maintaining a constant
transport current in it ahd a constant background
field perpendicular to its lungitudinal axis.
The magnitudes of the fields and ranp rate of the
pulse were similar to what might be expected in a
toroidal field coil of an EPR.

The electromagnetic environment was achieved
by arranging sample and pulsed field coil according
to the schematic of Fig. 6. The test sample itself
was wound into a snail solenoid and the pulse coil
was wound through the center of this solenoid anil
around to form a torus around the sample. Details
of these coils are listed in Table I.

Figure 6. Test coll schematic

Uniformity o£ the pulsed field in the region of
the sample was enhanced by tightly packing the
central core of the pulsed field torus and by uni-
formly spacing the outer legs of each turn. The
sample was wound close to the central core of the
torus where field was higher and more uniform. The
former for these windings is shown in Fig. 7. It
consists basically of mjcarta end plates, with
Individual holes for each turn of the pulsed yield
torus, held together by a C-10 spool on which the
«ample was wound. Figure r shows the apparatus

Staple Coll Futures:

44 turn, 2 la>er solenoid

avg. coll dia. - 3.28 cm

total saaple length • 4.S •

4 pick-up colli, 100 turn« each

«
covound voltage lead with wire dia. equal
to test conductor dia.

Pulse Coil Features:

108 turn torus of #12 AWC Cu wire (.20 a)

central co» di-. • 2.54 em

1.32 T per 1000 A at saaplc

Inductance - 60 uH

resistance .1 k II at 4.2 K

/

Figure 7. Former for sample solenoid

| > ^

Figure 8. Assenbled test apparatus
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assembled and attached co high current leads. A
photomicrograph of -lie conductor tested is shown in
Fig. 9 along with a tabulation of characteristics
pertinent to Its behavior in a pulsed field environ-
ment.

CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS
CuSC • 1 9 1

r«slmty • ft. (42) • 2.6 • 10** item

d« • 0.51 mm

torisl pilch • I , • 6.35 mm (LH twin)

nuniMr of filomtnts • N, • 3 4 8

Formvor insutohon • 0 015 mm

Figure 9. Test conductor and its physical
characteristics

Voltage across the entire sample and current
through the pulse coil were measured and recorded
simultaneously using a four channel Biomation Model
1015 Transient Recorder. The signals from two of
four pickup coils which were wound directly around
the sample could also be recorded simultaneously.
To provide isolation, signals to all fcur channels
of the transient recorder were preampllfied by four
identical differential dc amplifiers (Keff Model
124A). These had sellable bandwidth from 10 Hz to
100 kHz.

To cancel inductive pickup and to compensate
for inductive voltage caused by current source
ripple, one of the voltage leads was cowound with
the sample. More precise cancellation and com-
pensation was achieved by making it the same dia-
meter as the sample. The degree to which this
technique was successful is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Contained in the upper traces is the voltage response
at 4.2 K to a particular pulse. This voltage results
from currents induced in the helical superconducting
filaments imbedded in a matrix of finite conductivity.
At 77 K the conductor takes on the electrical
character of a solid wire and any voltage seen can
be attributed to stray or unco-.pensated pickup. The
lower traces show the response at 77 K to a pulse
similar to that used to produce the 4.2 K response.
This represents the portion of the 4.2 K voltage
signal that is due f.o stray or uncompensated pickup
and is obviously negligible.

Results and Discussion

Let us consider in more detail the voltage
measured between the ends of the sample during a
pulse of longitudinal magnetic field. For the sample
used ana the pulse ramp rates attainable in the
present experiments, the losses were dominated by
saturated filament losses as discussed earlier. In
this case, if the transport current is zero, the
measured voltage can be shown to be given by

to a very good approximation, where Po is given
almost completely by Eq. (12). The data in Table 11
show the quality of agreement between measured and
calculated loss voltages at varioL•• constant back-

0.2 s/di»

0.2 i/Ór.

Figure 10. Sample voltage response V at 4.2 K
and 77 K °

TABLE II

'->• (T)

7.5

5.0

3.0

K
indirect

neasureaent

1.00

.98

1.02

1.09

1.23

<T/s)

direct**
Bcasureoent

1.10

1.00

.00

1.05

1.31

Vo (uv)

calculated

115

107

107

117

130

measured

105

103

97

95

108

^extracted fron B wave fona

»»measured by pick-up coll

ground fields and pulse ramp rates. These dsta are
typical of a largr. set of measurements where peak
pulsed field was varied over a range of 0.1 to 1.3 T
ai.d ramp rates over a range of 0.3 to 2.6 T/s.

The measured voltage is more complex if during
a longitudinal field pulse the conductor is also
carrying constant transport current. In this
situation, part of the losses are supported by the
pulsed field, so that total losses are

«here a • IT/1 • Hence it is evident that the
increase in loss due tc transport current is
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But this is equivalent to a change In measured
voltage

P ao
(15)

The progression of traces in Kif 11 illustrates
our observation of this effect. We have chosen the
convention that lj is positive if flowing parallel to
6, and negative if antiparallel. However, due to the
left hand twist of the filaments in this conductor,
losses driven by B, will show up as a voltage drop
opposite in sign to that driven by the transport
current. This is clearly evident in Fig. 11 as If
increases either positively or negatively toward Ic.

t W 1

Fipure 11. Variation in voltage response with
transport current: (a) voltage response
with zero transport current, (b) pick-
up coil signal showing derivitave of
Bf» (c) voltage response at +20, +30,
+40, and +50A transport current, and
(d) voltage response at -20, -30, -40,
and -50A

The observed changes also show good quantitative
agreement with Eq. (15). Figures 12, 13 and 14
display data at the extremes and middle of the range
of applied background magnetic field (and hence Ic)
used for our experiments. The solid curves in these
figures represent a best fit to the data obtained
by adjusting Ic. However, the value Ic used to
obtain these fits was remarkably consistent with those
obtained by conventional short sample measurements on
the same conductor using a 10~12 Q era equivalent
resistivity criterion for determining the onset of
resistance. Figure 15 shows Ic vs. B̂ . data for our
test conductor obtained from both conventional short
sample measurements and fits to our parallel field
loss data.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that significant lust.es c m
be expected In a twisted multi filamentary super-
conductor subjected tu a pulsed longitudinal tit-Id.
Twisting, intended tor stabilizing conductois u: :n
transverse fields, is the main cause of this l*.t". :-
tudinal coupling effect. Analysis reveals th<it uu-
twist pitch can be such as to compromise between
transverse and longitudinal coupling or twist r • be
reversed periodically to negate the eftect. 01
course, both transverse and longitudinal field
losses auiy be kept sinall- by subdividing the conductor
into small strands as in a cable or braid. Theretore,
in a conductor design It is possible to optimize its
ac performance (i.e. minimize the ac '.̂ «ises) ii tin-
orientation and the magnitude of the external changing
fields are known.

Figure 12. Effect of transport current on measured
loss fith ;.O T background field.

Figure 13. Effect of transport current on measured
loss with 5.0 T background field.
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